eZCard

Adaptive responsive display technology for payments.

Cardholder Self-Servicing Application

eZCard is a contemporary web application which allows cardholders to view account balance, manage their profile and access card account features.

With an adaptive responsive display, eZCard can be accessed from a full-size desktop all the way down to a mobile phone without losing features or accessibility. eZCard is an FIS™ developed and hosted application which ensures the highest levels of stability and security in the industry.

Benefits

• Automated on-boarding after initial setup of a top client
• Multi-tenant capabilities
• Custom branding and logo at client/sub-program level
• Dynamically re-branded display based on login
• Multi-factor authentication for users
• Customer servicing application integrated to CSA
• Feature rich offering allows users access to basic and advanced features

Your Cardholder Self-Servicing Solution

Cardholders can manage their card accounts from any device and comes with several impressive features:
• Adaptive responsive
• Easy to use
• Secure
• Custom branding
• Custom color themes
Product Features

**Highlights**
- Adaptive responsive display (desktop, tablet and mobile)
- White label capability to support multiple brands or flavors
- Manage multiple card accounts with one login

**Security Features**
- Multi-factor authentication
- Micro deposit verification for bank account
- Real-time account activity notification

**Cardholder Features**
- Suspend and unsuspended card activity
- Report card as lost/stolen
- Manage account related notifications
- Set Aside Funds Purses
- Spend analyzer with graphs and filters
- Statement download and print

**Funding Features**
- Access direct deposit information
- Peer-to-peer transfer within the program

Additional Features
- Guided card activation, notifications setup, funding setup, direct deposit, PIN setup and stash your cash.
- Mobile application (available as an added feature)

About FIS
FIS is a leading provider of technology solutions for merchants, banks and capital markets firms globally. Our 55,000 people are dedicated to advancing the way world pays, banks and invests by applying our scale, deep expertise and data-driven insights. We help our clients use technology in innovative ways to solve business-critical challenges and deliver superior experiences for their customers. Headquartered in Jacksonville, Florida, FIS is a Fortune 500® company and is a member of Standard & Poor’s 500® Index.

To learn more, visit www.fisglobal.com. Follow FIS on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter (@FISGlobal).